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ABSTRACT

A single multimode fiber (MMF) provides almost an ideal optical channel to constitute a hair-thin endoscope for minimally invasive biomed-
ical imaging at depths in tissue, especially if the imaging operation can be performed with one single shot in reflection mode, which, however,
remains challenging to date. In this work, we present single-shot wide-field reflectance imaging by using a single MMF as the illumination
unit and imaging probe simultaneously. To achieve single-shot image capture, a reflection matrix of the fiber was built by a learning-assisted
approach for the universal inverse conversion from the output amplitudes to the input amplitudes. The performance was tested by imaging
more than 30 000 natural scenes projected by a digital micromirror device, and an averaged Pearson correlation coefficient over 0.84 with
respect to the ground truth was achieved in the experiment. Furthermore, the ability to image dynamic scenes at a high frame rate of up to
180 frames per second was demonstrated together with real-time observation of a freely moving microneedle located at the distal end of the
MMF. The proposed reflection-mode single-fiber imaging scheme paves the way for practical video-rate microendoscopy at depths in tissue
in a minimally invasive manner.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0132123

Endoscopes provide a powerful and indispensable tool for medi-
cal diagnosis and industrial inspection in difficult-to-reach places.
Benefitting from the high mechanical flexibility and small footprint,
fiber-optic imaging systems are emerging as miniaturized endoscopes
for minimally invasive biomedical applications, such as cellular prob-
ing1 and in vivo brain imaging.2–4 Most fiber imaging systems employ
fiber bundles or multicore fibers as probes,5–8 where each core acts as
an individual pixel to convey image information. Nevertheless, multi-
core fiber endoscopes suffer from reoccurring image replicas due to
the periodicity of multiple cores, while fiber bundles are limited in res-
olution by pixelation artifacts. In contrast, single multimode fiber
(MMF) based endoscopes can offer a dramatic footprint reduction
and a significant enhancement in spatial resolution,2 achieving less
invasion and higher quality images in endoscopy. Most such endo-
scopes actually consist of two fibers: a single-mode fiber for illumina-
tion and an MMF for image transmission.9–12 This structure requires
special coupling or fabrication. For endoscopes using only a single
MMF, nearly all the systems have focused on transmission

geometry.13–22 They require the imaged objects to be inserted between
the illumination source and the fiber probe, which inevitably limits the
applicable spaces in practical scenarios. If adopting reflection geome-
try, the imaging system must use the MMF to send illumination light
and collect signal light simultaneously. In this case, current systems
usually adopt a bucket detector to detect the signal light, and complex
hardware is required for scanning imaging.11,12,23–30 An endoscope
equipped with a pixelated sensor offers wide-field imaging possibili-
ties,31,32 but the distortion of both illumination and signal light
obstructs implementation. Overall, a reflection-mode single MMF
endoscope is highly desirable for practical wide-field imaging; how-
ever, it still remains challenging to realize a simple and compact setup.

Light distortion due to mode dispersion within the MMF scram-
bles the transmitted image and yields seemingly random speckles at
the output facet.14,33,34 Handling the distortion becomes a key issue for
single-fiber imaging, which can be achieved by wavefront shaping
techniques. For instance, many studies have proven that the prior cali-
bration of the MMF in the form of a transmission matrix (TM)
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enables the recovery of object images.11,12,18,23,24,31,32,34 Specifically, an
image can be captured by sequential scanning of each pixel with the
focused spot created by wavefront shaping using the TM. To detect
the full complex field transmitted through the fiber, the TM calibration
involves interferometric optics and is very susceptible to fiber bending.
Apart from raster-scan imaging, one can also perform speckle imaging
to see through an MMF with the calibrated TM. For instance, Choi
et al. presented wide-field speckle imaging by a turbid lens imaging
algorithm.31 Lee et al. proposed synthetic confocal gated imaging
through MMF.32 These speckle imaging methods rely on detecting
multiple frame fields to reconstruct an object image, preventing single-
shot imaging and thus limiting the frame rate. In recent years, deep
learning methods have started to be applied to single MMF imag-
ing.15–17,25,35,36 Distinguished from the TM-based methods, artificial
neural networks are able to learn the nonlinear input–output relation-
ship of the MMF with intensity-only detection, which is much simpler
to implement. Moreover, deep learning methods could help improve
the system’s robustness to the environment. Nevertheless, convolu-
tional artificial neural networks are typically limited to image scenes
that belong to the same class as the training dataset. To address this
limitation, an approach that directly learns the inverse TM was pro-
posed for recovering natural scene images.20 Despite these advances in
learning-based methods, most works hitherto have focused on the
transmission of images through the MMF. Thus far, single-shot wide-
field imaging in reflection by using a single fiber has not yet been
realized.

In this work, we demonstrate single-shot reflectance imaging by
using a reflection-mode single-fiber system where the light source and
the camera are located on the same side of the fiber and no lens or
scanner is attached to the tip. Furthermore, a learning-based approach
constructs a reflection matrix of the MMF for the inverse conversion
from the output amplitude speckles to the input amplitude patterns
under distorted illumination. After that, we are capable of recovering
an object image from a single camera frame of the backscattered light
with the single-fiber system. Distinguished from the existing reflection
speckle imaging methods,31,32 our single-shot imaging scheme enables
endoscopic imaging at higher frame rates without measuring complex
field information. By using a digital micromirror device (DMD) to
project the target scenes, we demonstrate single-shot imaging of arbi-
trary natural scenes with an averaged Pearson correlation coefficient
(PCC) > 0.84 and particularly imaging dynamic scenes at a frame rate
of up to 180 frames per second (fps). In addition, we show that the
proposed technique is capable of imaging with an enlarged field of
view (FOV) with the same setup, which is realized by translating the
fiber end to take images at different parts of the target scene. Finally,
to demonstrate practical imaging, a microneedle is loaded at the distal
end of the fiber and moved rapidly. The proposed technique achieves
real-time observation of the moving object. The reflection-mode
single-fiber imaging scheme paves the way for video-rate endoscopy in
a minimally invasive manner, with potential benefits to practical bio-
medical applications.

Figure 1(a) illustrates the imaging geometry of the reflection-
mode single-fiber endoscopic system. Our endoscope probe is simply
a single MMF [1 m, numerical aperture (NA): 0.22, core diameter:
600lm] with no lens or scanner attached to the tip. Coherent light
from a laser source propagates through the MMF to illuminate the
object being imaged at the distal end. The backscattered light is then

collected by the same MMF and delivered to the proximal end, where
a beam splitter separates the input and reflected light. A camera
records the intensity of the backscattered light for image recovery.
More details of the experimental setup can be found in the supplemen-
tary material. In fact, the optical scattering process produces a result
where the MMF transforms the object information at the distal end
into optical speckles at the proximal fiber end. Hence, the key to image
recovery lies in the inverse mapping between the output amplitude
speckles and the input amplitude of the object. Referring to the con-
cept of a reflection matrix, the inverse problem can be described by

X ¼ R � Yj j; (1)

where X is the amplitude of the imaged object, and Y is the amplitude
of the output speckle field. It is noted that the reflection matrix R actu-
ally maps the amplitude-to-amplitude inversion, which can be taken
as an approximate model of the inverse TM that correlates the input–
output fields. In this case, the inverse mapping is nonlinear due to the
intensity-only detection, without measuring the phase information at
the output end of the fiber. Even so, it applies the TM theory that
assumes that light is a monochromatic wave. If one wants to project
two objects with identical amplitude functions but different phase
functions, our method cannot reconstruct the correct images because
this requires mapping the field-to-field inversion (i.e., conventional
TM).

Here, we employ a learning-based approach to train the reflection
matrix of the fiber under the illumination of distorted light, which is
referred to as the TM optimization method first reported by
Caramazza et al.20 The training process is schematically shown in

FIG. 1. Schematic overview of reflection-mode single-shot endoscopic imaging
using a single MMF. (a) Imaging geometry of the single-fiber endoscopic system.
(b) Process of reflection matrix training and image reconstruction from a single-shot
backscattered speckle pattern.
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Fig. 1(b). Although determining the amplitude-to-amplitude conver-
sion, the reflection matrix R is complex valued. At the beginning, a
complex-valued random matrix is assigned to it. For training pur-
poses, a series of natural scene images (in our case, 50 000 images in
100 classes from the CIFAR-100 dataset37) are projected by a DMD as
the ground truth X0. The single-fiber imaging system acquires the cor-
responding intensities of the resultant speckle patterns, from which we
take only the amplitude Y . These two data are used as the training
dataset. For each speckle pattern, the input amplitude is calculated
with Eq. (1) as the output. After that, the loss function,
f ¼

P
X0–Xj j=N , is calculated to assess the similarity metric between

the outputs and the ground truth. We then apply a gradient descent-
based iterative algorithm to optimize the parameters of R to reduce the
loss function until the convergence of f to a minimum value. In prac-
tice, the optimization process is performed on the NVIDIA 1080 Ti
using Keras/TensorFlow with the Adam optimizer. Learning to obtain
a reflection matrix takes �50min. Finally, the optimized reflection
matrix after training is used for image recovery from a single-shot
intensity recording in terms of the object being imaged.

To test the capability of our proposed technique in imaging arbi-
trary natural scenes, we used the DMD to project different types of
images that are not used as part of the training dataset. The images are
recovered with the optimized reflection matrix from the corresponding
output speckle patterns recorded at the proximal fiber end. Figure 2
shows the typical recovered images of the projected natural scenes
together with the ground truth as a comparison. To quantify the quality
of the image recovery, the PCCs are calculated, which is defined as

PCC ¼
P

X � Xð Þ X0 � X0ð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
X � Xð Þ2P X0 � X0ð Þ2

q ; (2)

where X is the mean value of the grayscale image X. This coefficient
measures the similarity between the ground truth and recovered

images with a maximum value of 1. Our technique achieves good per-
formance in imaging different types of scenes. For example, the aver-
aged PCCs for imaging both 7500 symbol scenes [see some pictures in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] from the MNIST38 and Fashion-MNIST39 datasets
reach 0.86 and 0.88, respectively. For the more complex scenes with
grayscale and detailed information from the CIFAR-1037 and
ImageNet40 databases, we also obtain high PCCs of 0.87 and 0.84 in
imaging 7500 scenes, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). Overall, more
than 30 000 scenes in total were imaged, and an averaged PCC over
0.84 with respect to the ground truth was achieved. These testing
results suggest that the trained reflection matrix applies to the univer-
sal inverse conversion from the output amplitudes to the input ampli-
tudes. Thus, combined with the proposed image reconstruction
scheme, our technique is capable of imaging arbitrary scenes with high
quality.

Benefiting from the ability of single-shot imaging, the single-fiber
system also enables imaging dynamic scenes at high frame rates. In the
experiment, the DMD projected videos at various frame rates, and the
endoscope recorded the dynamic scenes. Figure 3 shows snapshots
from movies of two dynamic scenes recovered by the endoscope.
Figure 3(a) shows consecutive frames of a walking woman, and
Fig. 3(b) shows the frames of a rotating clover. The full video is avail-
able in Video 1 (Multimedia view). We find that our imaging method
is able to achieve high-quality recovery even though the dynamic
scenes look similar. These two videos were recorded at a frame rate of
180 fps. The imaging speed is now limited by the acquisition rate of
the camera. Thus, it is feasible to scale up the frame rate by equipping
a higher-speed camera.

We further demonstrate endoscopic imaging with an enlarged
FOV that is important for diagnostic endoscopy. For this purpose, we
translated the distal end of the fiber to take images at different parts of
the target object. First, a United States Air Force (USAF) resolution
target projected on the DMD was imaged. The same trained reflection

FIG. 2. Imaging testing with complex natural scenes. (a) and (c) The ground truth of the original images displayed on the DMD as the target scenes being imaged. The pictures
come from various image datasets, including MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, CIFAR-10, and ImageNet. (b) and (d) Corresponding images recovered by our reflection-mode single-
fiber imaging technique.
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matrix of the fiber was adopted for the image recovery from a single-
shot speckle pattern for each position. The FOV of each single-shot
image is �540lm in diameter, and a larger image is obtained via a
montage. Figure 4(a) shows the montage image of the USAF target
with a size of �2.6� 2.6mm2, where the features of group 3 and ele-
ment 4 (dashed rectangle) can be clearly resolved. For further exami-
nation, the edge spread function of the square in the target was plotted
in Fig. 4(b), and its corresponding line spread function (LSF) was fitted
to compute the lateral resolution. The lateral resolution, defined by the
full-width at half-maximum of the LSF, was 31.3lm. In addition, to
mimic the imaging of biological tissue, the fiber endoscope took a pic-
ture of a natural scene with blood vessels from a chicken embryo dis-
played by the DMD. The original picture (ground truth) is shown in

Fig. 4(c), and Fig. 4(d) presents the captured image with our method.
Most of the structures can be clearly resolved, but some fine features are
lost because of the limited resolution dictated by the DMD pixel pitch
(10.8lm in our case). If the conformation changes significantly due to
the translation of the fiber, the reflection matrix would change. Thus,
we need to re-calibrate the reflection matrix for the large-FOV endo-
scopic imaging.

To demonstrate real-time imaging of real objects, we applied the
proposed technique to observe a moving microneedle that was used
for microinjection, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). In the experiment, the
microneedle was freely moved in two dimensions, and the single-fiber
imaging system recorded the dynamic process. Because the micronee-
dle was almost transparent [see its bright-field image in Fig. 5(b)], the
reflected light was slightly weak. Even so, the endoscope recovered its
images from the recorded speckle patterns. Figures 5(c)–5(j) and a
movie present the result of the dynamic scene with a video rate of
180 fps. The full video is available in Video 2 (Multimedia view).
These results suggest that the reflection-mode single-fiber imaging
scheme is expected to benefit the real-time observation of practical
biomedical processes in a minimally invasive manner.

There are several ways to improve the imaging performance of
our single MMF endoscope prototype. Unlike conventional deep
learning-based imaging methods, our imaging scheme relies on learn-
ing the reflection matrix of the fiber. In practice, the training datasets
were generated by the DMD. As a result, the spatial resolution was
limited by the DMD. A DMD with a smaller pixel size and a higher
pixel count can enhance the resolution. Note that the upper limit of
the optical resolution is dictated by the NA of the MMF. In addition,
the NA governs the light divergence from the fiber distal end, and a
larger FOV is possible by increasing the distance from the fiber facet
to the imaged object. However, this comes with a decrease in the spa-
tial resolution. A montage strategy is now adopted to obtain a large
FOV imaging with high resolution. Our imaging system has a depth of
field of�200lm, which can be further enhanced by�4.5 fold through
a joint learning approach10 (see Fig. S2 of the supplementary material).
Currently, the frame rate of our single-shot imaging technique was
mainly limited by the camera. Thus, equipping a higher-speed camera
could further scale up the frame rate. With the current system, only
the grayscale information of the target scenes was detected because a
single-wavelength light source was used. The color information could
also be detected. This can be achieved by building the reflection matri-
ces for three primary colors (i.e., red, green, and blue) and recovering
the grayscale image in each color.20 We could extend the imaging
capabilities of the single-fiber endoscope prototype to include depth
information by the time-of-flight strategy.11 Moreover, on-line calibra-
tion methods should be developed to avoid significant conformation
change of the fiber for its practical use as an endoscopic probe.

In summary, we have demonstrated single-shot wide-field endo-
scopic imaging using a single MMF in reflection geometry. In such an
endoscope, the single MMF simultaneously sends the illumination
light and collects the backscattered light that is distorted in the fiber.
To recover the object image from a single-shot output speckle pattern,
a reflection matrix of the fiber was built by a learning-based approach
for the universal inverse conversion from the output amplitudes to the
input amplitudes under distorted illumination. To test the imaging
performance of our technique, a DMD projected many arbitrary
grayscale pictures with different complexities as the target scenes.

FIG. 4. Endoscopic imaging with an enlarged field of view. (a) The montage image
of a USAF target. (b) Normalized edge spread function of the square in the target.
The corresponding line spread function was fitted to compute the lateral resolution
defined by the full-width at half-maximum (inset). (c) The original image of blood
vessels from a chicken embryo. (d) The image recovered by our single-fiber imag-
ing technique.

FIG. 3. Images of dynamic scenes captured by our single-fiber imaging technique.
Snapshots from the movies showing a walking woman (a) and rotating clover (b).
The videos were captured at a frame rate of 180 fps. The full video is available in
Video 1. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0132123.1
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Our technique imaged more than 30000 natural scenes with an average
PCC of over 0.84 in the experiment. In particular, the endoscope is also
capable of imaging dynamic scenes at a frame rate of up to 180 fps and
imaging with an enlarged FOV with the same setup. To demonstrate
the ability of practical imaging, we applied the technique to image a
freely moving microneedle, and real-time observation of the dynamic
process was achieved. All these results demonstrate that video-rate
wide-field endoscopic imaging in reflection can be realized by a simple
and compact single-fiber lens-less system. Our work paves the way for
practical single-fiber endoscopes with potential in biomedical and clini-
cal studies.

See the supplementary material on experimental details and char-
acterization of depth of field.
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